WE’RE HIRING

UR Medicine Orthopaedics, Rehabilitation & Podiatry

 PHYSICIAN SUPPORT SPECIALIST: JOB # 222769, 222795, 222790, 222791
   Location: SMH and HH | Hiring Manager: Tracey Dash | Grade 9

 REFERRAL COORDINATOR (ORTHO): JOB # 1 PENDING
   Location: RTP | Hiring Manager: Adam Lown | Grade 9

 ORTHO MASTER TEMPLATE BUILDER: JOB # 222569
   Location: CCO | Hiring Manager: Brenda Falzano | Grade 9

 AMB TECH: JOB # 222573, 221930
   Location: CCO | Hiring Manager: Sarah Hewson | Grade 7

 ORTHOPAEDIC TECHNICIAN- ATC: JOB #222768, 222576
   Location: CCO | Hiring Manager: Sarah Hewson

 OUTPATIENT ACCESS SPECIALIST FRONT OFFICE: JOB # PENDING
   Location: CCO Hand Rehab | Hiring Manager: Gina Bianchi | Grade 7

 OUTPATIENT ACCESS SPECIALIST FRONT OFFICE: JOB # PENDING
   Location: Highland | Hiring Manager: Laura Hepburn | Grade 7

 OUTPATIENT ACCESS SPECIALIST FRONT OFFICE: JOB # PENDING
   Location: Victor | Hiring Manager: Teaira Pittman | Grade 7

 OUTPATIENT ACCESS SPECIALIST FRONT OFFICE: JOB # PENDING
   Location: Penfield | Hiring Manager: Teaira Pittman | Grade 7

 LEAD OUTPATIENT ACCESS SPECIALIST FRONT OFFICE: JOB # PENDING
   Location: Strong West | Hiring Manager: Steph Lempke | Grade 8

 WESTSIDE ADMIN 1: JOB # PENDING
   Location: Greece/Strong West | Hiring Manager: Steph Lempke | Grade 52

FOR MORE INFORMATION

OrthopaedicsRecruitment@urmc.Rochester.edu

www.rochester.edu/JobOpp